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§ Our model-suite shows substantially different Cant*-uptake rates for the 2090s
with 0.23 Pg C/yr standard deviation around a mean of 0.48 Pg C/yr. The
multi-model spread originates in the High and Mid Latitudes (Figure 2).

§ The annual cycles of the models in the High and Mid Latitudes illustrates that
models with a high future Cant*-uptake show a winter-mixing and biology-
dominated annual cycle, while models with a low future Cant*-uptake show a
SST-dominated annual cycle (Figure 3). This feature is related to the depths of
the mixed layers and indicates different efficiencies in carbon sequestration.

§ The Cant*-inventory confirms that models with a high future uptake have a
higher efficiency in carbon sequestration. (Figures 4, 5).

Table 1:Models considered in this study and their associated color coding.

§ IPCC-AR5 relies on CMIP5 Earth System Models as state of the art modeling
tools for future implications of climate change on the ocean´s carbon uptake.

§ The performance of these models is not well assessed leading to large model
spread in regions where the carbon uptake is sensitive to climate change

• Our goal is a model assessment of the carbon uptake in the North Atlantic
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Figure 1: Region mask
(Mikaloff Fletcher, 2006).

§ We investigate 11 models that were utilized within the IPCC AR5 to calculate the
mean future carbon uptake under scenario RCP8.5. (Table 1)

§ Regional focus lies on the North Atlantic. (Figure 1)
§ We analyze the anthropogenic carbon budget and

climate change modifications of the carbon budget
(marked with the subscript ‘ant*’) in terms of
Cant*-uptake [PgC/yr]= CO2-uptake (hist/RCP8.5 - ctrl)
Cant*-inventory [PgC] = Column DIC (hist/RCP8.5 - ctrl)
Cant*-storage-rate [PgC/yr] = DIC addition per year
(hist/RCP8.5 - ctrl)
Cant*-difference [PgC/yr]=Cant*-storage-rate – Cant*-uptake

Model-Acronym Ocean res. BGC	module Reference
NorESM1-ME 1.125°,		L53 HAMOCC Tjiputra, 2013
GFDL-ESM2M 0.3-1°,	L63 TOPAZ2 Dunne, 2013
GFDL-ESM2G 0.3-1°,	L63 TOPAZZ2 Dunne,	2013
CESM1-BGC 1.41x0.94°,	L40 BEC Long,	2013
MPI-ESM-LR ~1.5°,					L47	 HAMOCC Giorgetta,	2013
IPSL-CM5A-MR 2x(0.5-2)°,	L31 PISCES Dufresne,	2013
IPSL-CM5A-LR 2x(0.5-2)°,	L31 PISCES Dufresne,	2013
HadGEM2-CC 0.3-1°,	L40 Diat-HadOCC Collins,	2011
HadGEM2-ES 0.3-1°,	L40 Diat-HadOCC Collins,	2011
MIROC-ESM-CHEM 1.4x(0.5-1.7)°,	L43 NPZD Watanabe,	2011
MIROC-ESM 1.4x(0.5-1.7)°,	L43 NPZD Watanabe,	2011

Figure 5: Fraction of the Cant*-inventory (in percentage) that is stored
between 1000m depth and sea floor (grid-point wise, period 1997-2007).
Results of GLODAPv2 are shown for comparison.

Anthropogenically altered carbon inventory below 1000m

Figure 2: 10-year moving averages of Cant*-uptake [Pg/yr].
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Figure 4: Fraction of the Cant*-inventory that is stored in different depth-
ranges (10-years moving averages, North Atlantic). Black triangles mark
the GLODAPv2 estimate.
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An efficient carbon sequestration within the North Atlantic´s High to Mid
Latitudes give way for CMIP5-models to efficiently remove carbon (and heat)
from the surface, so that more carbon can be taken up. Both (i) mixed layer
depth and (ii) carbon storage below 1000m seem to be indicative for a
model´s carbon sequestration efficiency.

hist:	historical	scenario;	RCP8.5:	high	CO2 future	scenario;	ctrl:	pre-industrial	control	scenario
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Figure 3: Annual cycle for region NAH+NAM. Black triangles mark
observational estimates (WOA2013, SeaWiFs, Landschützer2015).
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Figure 6: Time-series of correlation
coefficients of simulated cumulative Cant*-
uptake (1850-2099) (continuous lines) and
future Cant*-uptake (2090s) (dashed lines)
versus (i) modeled MLD (region NAH+NAM,
black lines) and (ii) fraction of the Cant*-
inventory that is stored between 1000m and
sea floor (brown lines).


